
When injustice becomes law 

Resistance becomes duty. 
Thomas Jefferson 

100 days of illegal " State of Emergency " in California. 

Governor Newsom declared " State of Emergency " on March 4th , 2020. 

He invoked Section 8558 (b) of Government Code and Article XIII B, 
section 3, subdivision (c), paragraph (2) of the California Constitution . 
12 days later, on March 16th,2020, he sent " Message from the Governor" 
to the State Assembly informing the Legislative Branch that he did so. 

Meaning of Section 8558 (b) is, that he can amend or suspend the Laws of 
the State as he pleases. Meaning of Article XIII B, section 3 is, that he can 

spend State money as he pleases without asking the Legislature. 

Governor Newsom conveniently did not look further to Section 8627.5 (b) of 
Government code, which states : 
The Governor proclaims the termination of the " State of Emergency ", 
or for the period of 60 days, whichever occurs first. 

Exactly the same legal vocabulary is pertinent to Counties of California, 

since they have to conform to the laws of the State. 
Under the Laws of the Constitution of California " State of Emergency " 
expired on May 3rd , 2020. 
There is nowhere in the legal code provision of indefinite or permanent 
" State of Emergency ", unless we take under consideration some 
oppressive regimes in far away countries. 

It is sad and dangerous that those who were supposed to know the basics 
of the Constitutional Law, do not know or do not care about legality of their 
actions, or intentionally abuse the Law to benefit personally from 
unrestricted legislative and fiscal power. 
Legislators of the State Assembly who were supposed to know and care, 
abandoned their posts and constitutional duty to supervise and guide 

legally the Executive Branch of State Government. 

Andrew F. Krolikiewicz , MD 



The United States of America , contrary to popular belief, is not a 

democracy. It is the constitutional republic. 

United we stand because we all pledged to uphold the Constitution. 

Divided we fall when we break this pledge. 

Regarding so popular lately orders and executive orders, those are 

pertinent to employees. Executive order of the President to employees of 

the US Government. Executive order of the Governor to employees of the 

State, etc. Finally, order of the Health Officer to employees of the Health 

Department. 

For example : President Trump can not send an executive order to 

Governor Newsom - not in his chain of command , also Governor Newsom 

can not send an executive order to the Board of Supervisors - not in his 

chain of command. 

" Local State of Emergency " in County of Fresno invoked on March 15th, 

2020 expired on May 14th, 2020. 

Language " I , as Interim Health Officer for the County of Fresno, 

encourage voluntary compliance with this Health Officer's Order. However, 

violation of this order is subject to fine , imprisonments or both " 

Is no longer acceptable and lost its teeth about 100 days ago. 

During 168 days of the " state of emergency " about 4200 people died in 

Fresno County from all causes and about 200 of those with Covid 

diagnosis attached to them - less than 5 % of total deaths. During the same 

time 168000 deaths happened in California and about 10500 with Covid 

diagnosis attached - about 6 % of all deaths. Covid mortality rate in Fresno 

County is about 0.02 % and in the State 0.025 % , both below those of 

ordinary seasonal flu. 

Morbidity of seasonal flu ( being physically sick ) is often 10 % of the 

population or 100000 people in Fresno County, not 18000" cases ". 

Death rate from seasonal flu is 0.03 % or 300 people in the County. 

And I am using here officia l ( stretched to the limit of belief) government 

data. 

I am sure, that no more than 10 % of sick die from Covid infection by itself 



And remaining 90 % of sick die with Covid positive test or just presumption 

of Covid for numerous other reasons like : being shot, MVA, cancer, 

various pneumonias, "ordinary" influenza, suicide, drug overdose, 

heart, respiratory or kidney failure, etc. 

When , in the history of the County of Fresno, the Board of Supervisors 

declared a " state of emergency " because of the seasonal flu epidemic ? 

I do not want to discuss here scientific basis for Covid related orders albeit 

there is little scientific evidence that they work but there is substantial 

scientific evidence that they do not. 

Mantra of the epidemiology of the past century was to protect sick and 

vulnerable and let the rest take care of necessities of daily life. 

This was set upside down by powers that be for Covid epidemic, who failed 
to read " Epidemiology for Dummies ". 

Classic example : orders by Governor Cuomo of N.Y. who forced 

convalescent hospitals and nursing homes to admit Covid sick patients and 

wreak havoc there ( thousands of patients died unnecessarily ). At the 

same time ordered healthy citizens to" shelter at home". 60 % of those 

tested positive for Covid in the aftermath . Where is sense and logic? 

What do we want to accomplish by imposed restrictions ? 

To prevent all sickness? - Proved impossible. 

To prevent all deaths ? - Proved impossible. 

What is the full cost of restrictions ? 

Do we consider - suicides of despair? 

- death from drug overdoses and alcoholism ? 

- death from depression and loneliness ? 

- abuse of children left at home with abusers ? 

- loss of wages and employment ? 

- unpaid mortgages and other obligations ? 

- loss of education ? 

- loss of small businesses ? 

- loss of social interaction among humans ? 

- loss of spiritual guidance ? 



- disrupted families ? 
- disrupted communities ? 

Just a few days ago, the National Institute of Health voiced the concern that 
currently they observe more suicides than " Covid " deaths. 

Gentlemen of the Board , 

You are having a historic opportunity today to do " the right thing " for the 

residents of the County of Fresno. Covid epidemic burnt itself out already. 
What still is, is a remnant of epidemic - lots of" cases " because people 
develop so-called " herd immunity " and very few deaths. And you are 

unable to change this natural process by continuation of restrictions which 
did not work in the past five months. 

I suggest a declaration that the state of epidemic in the County of Fresno 
ended but there is endemic disease present still. 

I suggest to leave current recommendations in place for the time being but 
to stop enforcing " orders". 

In other words to return personal freedom of choice to the citizens of the 
County to work slowly through people's hearts and minds. 
You want to continue to wear a mask - fine 
You do not want to wear a mask - that is fine too. 

You want to shelter in place - fine. 

You want to go to the beach with a dozen of your friends - that is fine too. 
You want to keep your business closed - fine. 
You want to reopen it - that is fine too. 

This was done in a small country of Slovenia ( two millions inhabitants ). 

And what happened? Nothing worth mentioning. 

They re-started the normal life. 

Andrew F. Krolikiewicz, MD 
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If the nation expects to be ignorant and free, 

In the state of civilization , 

It expects what never was and never will be 
- Thomas Jefferson 

WHAT I THINK, I KNOW. 

( Do not be scared, it is only business.) 

Research on chimera viruses ( two or more viruses made into one) and 
a gain of function ( how to modify a benign virus to create a deadly one) 

was started in a military lab in Ft. Dietrich S.C. not later than in 2008. 
This field of research was a brainchild of Dr Fauci . 

Because of obvious inherent dangers, US Congress prohibited this type of 
research in 2016 ( in 2019 the ban was miraculously lifted). 

The experiments were moved briefly to Toronto but because of Canadians' 
concerns were further outsourced to Wuhan, China. 
Dr Fauci spent 3.7 min dollars to support this research from the budget of 
the National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases, which he heads. 
Wuhan University also received funds from Bill and Melinda " charitable " 

Fundation ( which doubled its assets between 2008 and 2018 despite its 
" charitable " contributions. 

Why Wuhan, one of 20000 institutions of higher education on the Earth, 
specifically deserved money from Mr Gates? 
In 2017, publicly and on cameraY-s~~\hat" It will be a surprise global 
epidemic event during this presidency. How did he know? 

In 2019 the WHO changed the definition of pandemia from qualitative 
(more than 1 bin people are sick ) to qualitative ( disease which spreads 

rapidly around the globe ). Also , in November 2019, took place in one of 
Ivy League universities so-cal led Event 201 with Mr Gates and Mr Fauci in 
attendance regarding the preparedness for" surprise coronavirus 

pandemic". 

Totally by accident, Wuhan virus was released from Wuhan 's University 

Virology Laboratory in the same November of 2019. 



Epidemic viruses are scientifically named by the place of the origin; Covid 

-19 name was created because of the sensitivities of their Chinese friends. 

Uncle Sam was paying to the WHO close to 500 min dollars per year 

because of the goodness of American heart; the second largest donor and 

currently the largest with around 350 million dollars is ... 

You guessed right - Mr Gates ( but not without some strings attached ). 

Therefore, the WHO promptly announced a pandemic. 

By the way, why Chinese authorities suspended domestic flights from 

Wuhan on January 5th , 2020, but international flights from Wuhan were 

departing uninterrupted for another two months ? 

Why Moderna ( Gates' subsidiary) was promptly given by US Congress 30 

billion dollars to develop a vaccine ( or 35 min dollars per employee incl. 

janitors ), while, so far, Moderna never developed any working vaccine. 

Moderna vaccine is based on patents from the CDC and the NIAID ( 

privately held by Mr Fauci and others), but conceived on government's 
salaries while using taxpayer's funded laboratories. Those 

" private individuals " have got a profit sharing agreement with Moderna. 

Ferguson model of Imperial College G.B. supposed to be the right one 

( lots of mortality ), but Wuhan virus appeared to be much less deadly than 

predicted. 

The WHO made sets of recommendations for the national CDCs to follow 

and make things worse to justify the above mentioned model and to keep 

the narrative going . 

The CDC, from the very beginning , successfully suppressed any empirical 

treatment against Wuhan virus, but: 1. Remdesivir - failed HIV drug, which 

works not better than cherry sirup ( expensive one; received an emergency 

FDA approval in days ), 2. Ventilator, which causes 90 % mortality rate by 

blowing sick patients' lungs away. 

Suppressed treatments : 

1. Hydroxychloroquine + Azithromycin + Zinc 

- 40 to 100 % cure rate depending on severity of symptoms. 

2. lvermectin + Doxycycl ine + Zinc - ditto. 

3. lnhalable steroids ( decrease of inflammation in lungs ), 



4. lnhalable anticholinergics ( decrease of phlegm production in lungs) 

5. Mucomyst ( inhalable enzyme which breaks down glycoproteins in 
phlegm), 

6. Bi - PAP and C - PAP devices, which support respirations without 
damaging lungs. 

For unclear reasons, Medicare created financial incentives for hospitals: 
$ 9000 for every " covid " admission , and $ 39000 for every " covid " 
patient put on a ventilator. 

Governor Cuomo of N.Y. was particularly creative giving" executive order" 
to nursing homes to admit " covid " patients there. Many thousands of 
deaths are attributed to this criminal insanity. 
The epidemic ( extended by " flattening the curve " ) died by itself of 

natural causes - very little deaths. By far not enough to scare anyone to 
death to do anything. 

Actually, the Secretary of Health voiced a concern a few days ago that 
currently, there are much more suicides than " covid " deaths. 

And now, we have got " cases " to worry about and keep narrative alive and 
well - post epidemic remnants of any epidemic event, which do not carry 

any scientific meaning in the science of epidemiology - just is. 
Initially, I thought that we are going to face a " second wave " of 

epidemic with new and improved version of Wuhan virus, perhaps• 
Covid-20 1 but, since,I learned that Wuhan lab destroyed each and every 
culture in their possession and wiped out their research database clean. 
Today, I believe that a" second wave" will not have real teeth , just usual 

seasonal variation of colds and flus along with smoke and mirrors plus 
usual propaganda campaigns. 

Let us go to the business model. 
Players are many, mostly CEOs of giant pharmaceutical corporations of 
medical - industrial complex, also known as" big pharma ", who make 
money on people's misery. And a " front man " , unorthodox Bill Gates. 

Mr Gates is " the One ", who is going to save the human race by worldwide 

vaccination programs. 



He has been dealing with viruses throughout his life, but the electronic 

ones, hence he developed an idea that he is an expert in biological viruses 

as well. Believing that his technocratic model is going to solve his problems 

and make him the richest and the most powerful man on the planet Earth. 

This is his destiny, after all. 

I would like to suggest delicately, that Mr Gates' understanding of saving 

the human race is not necessarily what the common man understands 

under this term , since he is " the One ". 

Step 1. - Creating the virus suitable to cause pandemic - done. 

Step 2. - Influencing the WHO to declare pandemic - done. 

Step 3. - Influencing the CDCs of great majority of countries to follow the 

same protocol - done. ( subsequently, to subdue medical 

professionals to accept upside down epidemiology as a new reality and 

under severe consequences to never question any CDC commands ). 

Step 4. - Propaganda campaign , that the virus will kill us all , unless we 

submit to masks, social distancing, sheltering in place and host of other 

unscientific orders to mentally prepare us that Mr Gates' solution is the only 

solution - compulsory vaccination program of the entire human race - -

done. 

Step 5. - Propaganda campaign that whoever refuses vaccination is a 

" bioweapon " and as such should be isolated from the general popu lace, 

And that vaccination program to be well done, requires tracing of the entire 

population in real time by electronic means - in progress. 

Step 6. - Development of a " novel" ( such a nice word ) vaccine against 

" novel " coronavirus. 

Vaccine supposes to work on a principle that synthetic messenger RNA 

introduced to the body hijacks human cells to produce viral proteins, which 

in tu rn incite a kind of autoimmune process in the body causing production 

of antibodies. 

Question 1. - Are those antibodies to synthetic proteins are able to protect 

a human from a real virus ? - Unknown , since vaccine testing does not 

include introduction of rea l Wuhan virus to " healthy volunteers". 



Question 2. - What are the long term consequences of meddling with a 

human's genetic apparatus ? - Unknown, since vaccine safety study lasts 5 

( five ) days . An adverse reaction, if developed on the day 6 is not included 

in the safety study. - in progress. 

Mr Gates himself stated that he accepts that the immunization process may 

maim or kill 700000 people worldwide, but he feels that this is a fair price 

for protection ( especially, that this is not the price that he will pay himself). 

Step 7. - Influence the governments worldwide that mass and compulsory 

vaccinations is the only way of survival of the human race to introduce laws 

that force compulsory vaccinations. ( There are 300 " big pharma " 

lobbyists per each US Senator in Washington alone ). - In progress. 

Step 8. - Vaccinations of the entire world population. 

Mr Gates expects a set of two shots two months apart, from now 

to eternity . $ 20 a pop x 14 billion doses - 280 billions of dollars/ year. 

Also boon for healthcare - 650 min doses in the US alone x $ 10 

administration fee - 6.5 billion , treatment of 35000 victims of adverse 

reactions ( by Mr Gates' standard rate ) - costs unknown. 

- In the nearest future. 

Dream of Mr Gates ( he already ran the field tests in Africa ) is to connect 

vaccination records with other personal records with electronic identification 

with a cashless banking system ( and shopping - we were prepped for this 

already ), with GPS positioning in real time on a single implantable device. 

In short words - no vaccine, no existence. 

But perhaps, the reverse is an actual truth. 

Above is just a compilation of information , I found on the " open net " and 

which I personally believe, is true and correct. I concentrated mainly on 

medical information, since this is my field of expertise. I am not forcing 

anyone to accept my truth, there is more than one, usually. Do your own 

research. What I found , you can find, and more. 


